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Is this approach really trustworthy?

Key Idea
Formal logic, particularly linear logic, is well-suited
to the trustworthy specification and implementation
of voting protocols.
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1. Translate legal text to logical formulas.
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Algorithms at high level of abstraction
Much smaller gap from legal language!

2. Transliterate formulas to a logic program.
I
I

Formulas = source code
No further translation necessary!
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2. Correctness of logic programming engine
I
I
I

Equal to or easier than trusting compiler
Proof witnesses are audit trails for free.
Use a simpler proof checker to validate
proof objects.
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Non-contributions:
I Focus is on verified elections, not voter-verifiable elections.
I

I

Complementary: E2E techniques detect errors at run time;
verified software minimizes run-time errors.

Only operational correctness, not security properties
I

Linear logical voting specs should be readily amenable to
meta-reasoning [Reed ’09] about security; left to future work.

In This Talk

1 A Brief Introduction to Linear Logic

2 A Linear Logical Specification of Single Transferable Vote

3 Conclusion
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“If I give an auth. card and show a matching ID, then I get a ballot.”
Problem: Doesn’t ensure that auth. card and photo ID match.
Solution: Use universal quantification, ∀x.A.
I

Quantified variables are not resources.

Problem: Doesn’t ensure that the auth. card and ID are mine.
Future Work: Use possession modality [Garg+ ’06], K has A.
I

Location and secrecy of information?
Homomorphic encryption?

A Linear Logical Specification
of Single Transferable Vote

Single Transferable Vote (STV)

Outline of STV Protocol:
STV Ballot Form
Rank any number of candidates
in order of preference.

Alice

3

Bob
Charlie
Dave

1
2

0. Calculate the quota of votes.
1. Tally each ballot for its highest pref
that is neither elected nor defeated.
I

Surplus votes go to next pref.

2. After all votes have been tallied:
I

I

If there are more cands. than seats,
eliminate cand. with the fewest votes;
transfer his votes and re-tally (go to 1).
If there are more seats than cands.,
then all remaining cands. are elected.

Single Transferable Vote on a Single Slide
begin/1 :
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tally/4 :
tally-votes(S, H, U) 
uncounted-ballot(C , [ ]) 
(!elected(C )  !defeated(C ))
( {tally-votes(S, H, U−1)}

defeat-min0/2 :
defeat-min0(S, H, 1) 
minimum(C , N)
( {!defeated(C ) 
transfer(C , N, S, H, 0)}

tally/1 :
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update C ’s tally to N+1 votes and
hopeful(C , N+1) 
tally the remaining U−1 ballots.
tally-votes(S, H, U−1)}
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I

! modality: once declared elected, always declared elected.

Aspect 1: From Legal Text to Formal Specification
Legal Text
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Aspect 2: From Formal Specification to Implementation
tally/1 :

Celf Linear Logic Program

tally-votes(S, H, U) 
uncounted-ballot(C , L) 
hopeful(C , N) 
!quota(Q)  !(N+1 < Q)
( {counted-ballot(C , L) 
hopeful(C , N+1) 
tally-votes(S, H, U−1)}

tally-votes S H (s U’) *
uncounted-ballot C L *
hopeful C N *
!quota Q * !nat-less (s N) Q
-o {counted-ballot C L *
hopeful C (s N) *
tally-votes S H U’}

I

Transliteration of formula to logic programming syntax

I

Complete Celf source code of STV available online at
http://www.itu.dk/~carsten/files/voteid2011.tgz

Conclusion

Conclusion
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Summary
Linear logic is well-suited to the trustworthy specification and
implementation of voting protocols, including STV.

begin/1 :
begin(S, H, U) 
!(Q = U/(S+1) + 1)
( {!quota(Q) 
tally-votes(S, H, U)}
tally/1 :
tally-votes(S, H, U) 
uncounted-ballot(C , L) 
hopeful(C , N) 
!quota(Q)  !(N+1 < Q)
( {counted-ballot(C , L) 
hopeful(C , N+1) 
tally-votes(S, H, U−1)}

tally/2 :
tally-votes(S, H, U) 
uncounted-ballot(C , L) 
hopeful(C , N) 
!quota(Q)  !(N+1 ≥ Q) 
!(S ≥ 1)
( {counted-ballot(C , L) 
!elected(C ) 
tally-votes(S−1, H−1, U−1)}

tally/3 :
tally-votes(S, H, U) 
uncounted-ballot(C , [C 0 | L]) 
(!elected(C )  !defeated(C ))
( {uncounted-ballot(C 0, L) 
tally-votes(S, H, U)}
tally/4 :
tally-votes(S, H, U) 
uncounted-ballot(C , [ ]) 
(!elected(C )  !defeated(C ))
( {tally-votes(S, H, U−1)}

tally/5 :
tally-votes(S, H, 0) 
!(S < H)
( {defeat-min(S, H, 0)}
tally/6 :
tally-votes(S, H, 0) 
!(S ≥ H)
( {!elect-all}

defeat-min/1 :
defeat-min(S, H, M) 
hopeful(C , N)
( {minimum(C , N) 
defeat-min(S, H−1, M+1)}
defeat-min/2 :
defeat-min(S, 0, M)
( {defeat-min0(S, 0, M)}

defeat-min0/1 :
defeat-min0(S, H, M) 
minimum(C1 , N1 ) 
minimum(C2 , N2 ) 
!(N1 ≤ N2 )
( {minimum(C1 , N1 ) 
hopeful(C2 , N2 ) 
defeat-min0(S, H+1, M−1)}
defeat-min0/2 :
defeat-min0(S, H, 1) 
minimum(C , N)
( {!defeated(C ) 
transfer(C , N, S, H, 0)}

transfer/1 :
transfer(C , N, S, H, U) 
counted-ballot(C , L)
( {uncounted-ballot(C , L) 
transfer(C , N−1, S, H, U+1)}
transfer/2 :
transfer(C , 0, S, H, U)
( {tally-votes(S, H, U)}

elect-all/1 :
!elect-all 
hopeful(C , N)
( {!elected(C )}

Why not use traditional first-order logic?
To motivate the use of linear logic and illustrate its connectives,
let’s develop a specification of the voter check-in process.
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voting-auth-card → blank-ballot
“If I have an authorization card, then I can have a blank ballot.”
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Not quite right. This formula allows the voter to keep his card:
` voting-auth-card → blank-ballot ∧ voting-auth-card
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Worse, it allows ballot stuffing:
` voting-auth-card → blank-ballot ∧ · · · ∧ blank-ballot ∧
voting-auth-card

Why not use traditional first-order logic?
To motivate the use of linear logic and illustrate its connectives,
let’s develop a specification of the voter check-in process.
I

Let’s try to use a traditional logical formula:
voting-auth-card → blank-ballot
“If I have an authorization card, then I can have a blank ballot.”

I

Not quite right. This formula allows the voter to keep his card:
` voting-auth-card → blank-ballot ∧ voting-auth-card

I

Worse, it allows ballot stuffing:
` voting-auth-card → blank-ballot ∧ · · · ∧ blank-ballot ∧
voting-auth-card

Solution: Use linear logic!

